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LET US RESOLVE
If ever you feel careless in your daily work,
And though in reality it's not a case of shirk,
Stop, man—one moment; think of Home—of Family too—
Brace up, old pal, you know just what you've got to do;
Wipe out all careless accidents as though they were a pest;
Don't stop today, tomorrow, nor even while at rest.
Keep plugging on continuously for Better, not for worse,
If you would have the blessing and avoid the curse.
Adopt the rule of Fellowship, and, Man,
Do unto others for their Good, not others, when you can.
And when the finish comes at last and Life's old race is run
And then the counting out is made according as you've done,
You'll find your name and memory a credit to the Past;
It's deeds in Life, not flourishes, that make your record last.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN IDEA
G. E. Chamberlin, General Superintendent.
npHE A. E. STALEY MANUFACTUR-*• ING COMPANY, with its invested
capital of between five and six million
dollars, is the corporate embodiment of
one of the boldest and most far-sighted
plans in the records of this great country
of marvelous achievement.
Founded in a. desire for financial independence, ^competitive pressure very
shortly stimulated the mind of the originator until, with a truly prophetic vision,
the future of this imposing industry was
graphically outlined. Like another Merlin, A. E. Staley cast the financial horoscope of the business future, and strong
in the faith of his own skill in the
necromancy of the markets, he wove a
spell from his own enthusiasm, his strongwill to accomplish and his own great belief in the coming succes, a,nd cast it
over the minds of his many friends and
acquaintances. Aided by their faith in
him as evidenced by their freely offered
support, he built the financial ship which
bears his name.
In open disobedience to his orders, it is
necessary, in order to tell the Company's
story honestly and with full truth, to include a short biographical sketch of the
man whose personality is solely responsible for its creation.

A. E. Staley is a product of the Tar
Heel state, North Carolina. His forbears
were transplanted from England to the
foothills of the Alleghenies early in the
history of this country.
Substantial
farmers before the Civil War, they were
left almost destitute, in common with all
the South, by that domestic catastrophe.
Staley's earliest recollections are a childish confusion of misgovernment, Ku
Klux Klan and deprivation. Bitter hatreds, and violent retributions pervaded
the countryside. It is difficult to understand how his genial, sunny friendliness
survived such a bleak environment.
Working on the farm, working in a section gang, not one man in a hundred
thousand would have dared to dream of
climbing high. But while Necessity
spurred, Ambition's chains dragged him
along a rough and rugged road toward
higher levels. At 17 years he began his
career as a salesman. His first experience was along the almost impassable
mountain trails of his native state;
riding for weeks on end among towering peaks that had never echoed to the
sound cf a steam whistle, where hotels
were unknown where every stream had
to be forded or swum. His sample case
carried only a plug of "Navy"—one of
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the few necessities the mountaineers rec
ognized but could not manufacture.
From that humble beginning his progress was undeviating and rapid. Within
ten years he was covering the entire
United States and Canada, serving big
buyers, conciliating hard prospects and
in general doing the things that the other
men in the organization could not do. His
line was one of the most .expensive to
buy and difficult to sell in the grocery
business. His salary was in proportion
to his responsibilities. Rut he was then,

as now, a genial soul, hale-fellow-wellmet wherever he went, and his savings
were not in proportion either to his salary or his position.
A short but serious illness gave him a
few weeks in which to calmly review his
progress and scan his apparent future.
The prospect did not please him and he
resigned one of the best positions in the
wholesale trade to embark in a venture
for himself. His capital was exactly
$1500 plus a wonderful knowledge of human nature, dauntless self confidence and

BOILER HOUSE, CRUSHER PLANT AND COAL-HANDLING MACHINERY
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BOILER HOUSK SHOWING AUTOMATIC CHAIN GRATE STOKERS AND OVERHEAD
COAL STORAGE BIN

an obstinacy of purpose which has always refused to recognize defeat.
Economy was a necessity. He chose a
city for his venture that was comparatively strange to him, thus gracefully releasing himself from the
expensive
friendships of his less thrifty years. He
rented a small loft, bought a quantity of
cartons and packing cases and half a
dozen bags of corn starch. After packing
a few cartons with starch, he would go
through the town selling them from door
to door. One of the early maxims which
still rules the conduct of the company's
business was: "Sell good goods, but only
at the top of the market." Young Staley
believed in this rule implicitly and
practised it invariably. It always has
and always will mean success, but it requires real salesmanship.
Soon he rented additional floor space.
Then girls were employed to do the packing; other men did the selling and Staley
was occupied long hours every day in the
management of the business.
His
principal, and in fact, only competitor,
was marketing a brand of corn starch
strengthened by fifty years of advertising.
Its name was a household word from

coast to coast. Its business was supported by vast wealth. Staley was unknown
as a starch man. His brand was new.
His capital was of the hand-to-mouth
variety.
But, "where necessity pinches, boldness is prudence." He armed his salesmen with his own unquenchable enthusiasm, clothed them in the armor of invincible self confidence and sent them
forth to fight the battles of "Cream
Corn Starch." His knights did battle in
every corner grocery store. They canvassed every housewife. They went
through every city, town and hamlet with
a fine tooth comb, and the inevitable happened. "Cream Corn" spread its boundaries by leaps and bounds. Originally
limited to Baltimore and its environs, the
trade swept like a tidal wave north
through Maryland, Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, Delaware and on into the New
England States, stopping only at the
Canadian line; westward from Pennsylvania through Ohio into Indiana and
Michigan and southward into the Virginias. In all that vast and populous territory hardly a store but carried, hardly a
family but knew and used "Cream Corn."
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THE LARGEST STARCH DRYING KILN IN THE WORLD, CONTAINING 49 TRACKS.
ENGINES AND FANS BLOW 450,000 CUBIC FEET OF ATR PER CUBIC .INCH OVER
THE DRYING STARCH. THE AIR IS HEATED BY 200,000 LINEAL FEET OF
STEAM PIPES.

A success so phenomenal quite naturally became a target for the flying arrows
of competition. Until 1906, the development of "Cream Corn" was the horizon
of Staley's ambition. He was making
good profits. His business was large and
growing rapidly. He had built for himself a large circle of friends. He looked
forward with complacency to a long
happy business and social life in the city
he had come to feel his own. Then came
a darkening cloud. Some one erred in
judgment. Some over zealous subordinate exceeded his authority. It is a common failing, "vaulting ambition oft o'er
leaps itself."
/ Staley received a covert threat that he
would be deprived of his raw material—
starch. The threat was in all probability
a bluff.* The intent was to frighten
him into acquiescence, to restrict him
from operating in new territory and from
expanding his business. The penalty
threatened was to force him out of business.
But the ill-considered threat
proved a boomerang. Staley roused from
the comparative lethargy of prosperity.
- and feeling that his back was against the
wall, that all he had built up was about

to be torn down, he set himself for a finish fight.
Military and business authorities agree
that the best defense is a strong attack
bold and unexpected. Staley proceeded
to defend his business by manufacturing
his own raw material. This upset all his
comfortable plans. He had money but
not enough for the new purpose. He
must build a factory. That meant he
must move into the Middle West, into the
Corn Belt. He must raise millions of
money and build up a new organization.
His pleasant associates and happy home
in Baltimore were to become only an
agreeable memory. As his plans developed they were laughed at by his competitors. They said, "Who will lend him
the millions? Staley is dreaming. His
plan is fundamentally absurd."
But the rugged farmer boy who drove
railroad spikes to buy shoes so that he
could climb through the mountains selling plug tobacco was not to be diverted
from his purpose. Financial experts told
him there was no possible plan by which
he could raise the capital. So in the
stubborness and resourcefulness of his
own mind he evolved a plan—an entirely
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corporate his "

He decided

JODRNil
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THE ELECTRIC CURRENT IS METERED AND CHARGED AGAINST THE COST OF
EACH DEPARTMENT.

him honest and had seen his success. But
the critics said retail grocers have no
money. They might trust Staley, but
they have nothing to trust him with.
However, Staley knew the retail grocer
and the other fellows only thought they
knew him.

THB GENERATING

Staley took the retailer into partnership. He was given an opportunity to
share in the manufacturing and distribution profits of goods that had heretofore
yielded him retail profits only. Each retailer could help make his stock more valuable by pushing the sale of Staley prod-

CAPACITY IS 5,000 HORSE POWER
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ONE OF THE FLOORS IN THE RESIDUE DEPARTMENT SHOWING
PERMANENT MANNER OF CONSTRUCTION

ucts. These retailers not only supported
the factory by their money but each one
became an active working partner in the
distribution of the factory products. The
plan was original and proved so attractive that much to the surprise of the
WISE ones, the thousands of retailers

THE

who were given the opportunity, quickly
and readily raised the necessary millions
which made the'Decatur plant possible
and thereby founded an industry of real
importance.
Mr. Staley bought an abandoned factory property in Decatur, 111., in 1909.

LOADING THE REFINED AND PURIFIED STARCH INTO DRYING TRATS
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BIRD'S-EYE
VIEW
SHOWING
THE
CORN ELEVATOR AND BINS FROM
THE TOP OF ONR OF THE SMOKESTACKS.

This old plant had a hoodoo reputation.
It had been the scene of two disastrous
failures. Staley is not superstitious. The
property's reputation made it cheaper,.
After various discouragements, the plant
began grinding corn in March, 1912. The
trial run showed the plant to be too small
and other weaknesses also became apparent. The needed alterations required
three months and at length the factory
was operating economically and makingmoney. *
A year later, further improvements
were decided upon to double the output
and lend increased efficiency to certain
important departmerits. The outbreak of
the European war produced a series of
conditions which very nearly caused a
failure of the business. Starch was a
drug on the market. Money was locked
up. Loans were impossible. An ambi-

tious policy of expansion had created a
considerable current debt. For fifteen
months the plant was idle, the organization broken up and scattered. The company's credit was destroyed; receivership, dissolution and ruin were abidine
spectres.
To every one conversant with the conditions except Staley, it was evident that
the end had come, that nothing remained
but to perform the rites of interment.
Through that calamitous period, Staley's
optimism blazed above all like a guidingstar. At times almost obscured by darkening clouds, it always emerged and shed
its beams of hope. It must have bsen a
strain of English bulldog tenacity from
the early Staley settlers that maintained
it. The solution of the problem came
from Staley's brain just as the original
plan had found its birth there. He went
again to his friends who had known him
longest and had supported him through
his earlier difficulties. These friends
purchased $400,000 bonds which paid all
the debts and left a working capital of
about $70,000.
On this meagre capital the plant which
had been deteriorating for more than a
year was put into condition, a new organization assembled, and with barely
enough corn to keep grinding until the
first goods were shipped, the plant began
operations. It ran successfully, made
profits and continued to operate at constantly increasing capacity. The financial acrobatics by which this was accomplished were but little removed from
the marvelous. It was like shooting a
rocky rapid in a canoe. No sooner had
one threatening point been cleared than
another appeared directly in front. The
steady hand of the skipper successfully
navigated those broken waters and within six months the earned profits had removed the business from every threat
and embarrassment.
Since that time the plant has been
more than doubled in capacity and
tripled in actual value. Weaknesses
have been eliminated or strengthened as
seemed best. A capacity of 25,000 bush-
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els daily grind, the largest for any exclusively starch mill in the world, has
been perfected. More modern methods
and machinery have been introduced, and
from being a borrower, the company has
become a lender. A large surplus is being maintained to tide the business, it
need be, over stagnant periods; to guard
against the uncertainties of legislation,
taxes, and whims of governmental ox
perts. Plans are now being formulated
which will multiply many times the
strength and stability of the business,
but the time is not opportune for their
discussion.
The difficulty of presenting this re-

NET WEIGHT

markable record of success, this romance
of business comprehensively, is apparent.
It is a many-sided tale. But possibly the
underlying "motif" has been made clear;
the ever-dominating influence that has
dreamed the dream and from the tenuous
fabric of fancy woven the tremendous
reality of steel and concrete, men and
money, which constitutes the business today.
From the humble purveying of onepound packages of corn starch along the
streets of Baltimore, you have seen the
business grow until the name and product is familiar to the users in every country on the face of the globe. At first a
market basket sufficed for deliveries.
Now the company loads solid trains of
product to the sea coast and charters
large freighters for moving its product
abroad. Originally housed in a small loft
in Baltimore, it now occupies 60 acres aiid
twenty-two buildings in Decatur, two
large buildings in Baltimore, besides utilizing great warehouses at a number of
distributing points.
In spite of these many giant strides, in
spite of the wonderfully increased material resources, this great business is in
one respect strikingly similar to the miniature it sprang from. Its greatest resource, its strongest claim on the future,
still rests in the mind of its founder.
Blessed with an iron constitution inherited from the daring pioneers of the New
World, Mr. Staley today dreams of golden vistas in the future with the idealistic
realism of his boyhood days and only untoward misfortune will prevent their sure
realization.
HOW IT HAPPENED
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Once a year the newsboys of a certain
district of London are taken for an outing up the Thames by a gentleman of
the neighborhood, when they can bathe
to their heart's content.
m.
oeeaiur, Bl," ' |: J
As one little boy was getting into the
»*
water a friend observed, "I say, Bill,
ain't yer dirty!"
"Yes," replied Bill. "1 missed the
"LITTLE ACORN" FROM
train last year."—Tit-Bits.
"GREAT OAK" GREW.
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SHEP
TRUCK is known for
THEmanySTALEY
miles around Decatur. It is
easily recognized. It proudly bears the
Staley name on its glistening red sides as
it booms and thunders its portentous
way down the busy streets. Many who
look more closely appear to recognize

also the red headed, red cheeked, happy
faced driver. Rut it is a safe assertion
that every man, woman and child in Decatur knows Shep, the faithful Scot.
It has always been a moot question
whether" Lonnie adopted Shep or Shep
adopted Lonnie. At that time, Shep was
a six-months pup, all legs, head and feet.
But even at that age he clearly proved
the quality of his brains.
His former owner saw Shep about a
month after his capture by Lonnie and
took him home in his car. Next morning, Lonnie found Shep patiently waiting
for the truck at the Wabash freighthouse.

He had been there all night, having run
away from home almost as soon as recaptured. Several times when accidentally
separated from his master he has confidently waited for him at the nearest
freight house.
From the very first he made his

home in the big truck, sleeping on the
driver's seat at night and keeping marauders at bay during the day. He is incredibly sure-footed, performing the most
astounding acrobatic feats without, mis
adventure. His greatest glory is to mount
on the very top of a high truckload and,
leaping back and forth from end to end,
bark his superiority to all the world.
He is never quarrelsome when unmolested, although his every action is ruled
by dignity. His only real combat was
with a bull terrier who attempted to bully
him. Shep's forcible removal alone saved
the bulldog's life.
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His great fame came to him as a re- happy contentment of a purely ascetic,
sult of his 60-hour vigil in bitter cold almost monastic life.
weather without other protection than
his own shaggy coat, and virtually withDOG DOPE
out food or water. The truck was brokThe only physical difference between a
en down and left by a strange driver. dog and a wolf is that a dog has a round
Shep stayed with it until his own driver eye pupil and a wolf has an eye pupil
returned from a short trip to Chicago. No oblique in shape and setting.
one knew what had become of Shep. But
The word "dog" was formerly used to
Lonnie put two and two together, as is mean a special kind of dog, and the word
his way, and felt csrtain that Shep was "hound," which is now applied to a spewith the truck. Sure enough, there he cial breed, was used for the general name.
'/as, nearly starved and frozen, and overLong ago, in Ethopia, tha inhabitants
joyed that he was relieved from his self- elected a dog to be their king. He was
imposed duty.
kept in grea t state, surrounded by a
Like all well bred gentlemen, Shep is great retinue of officers and guards.
courteous to all, but selects his real When well fed and pleased, Kaistr dog
friends with great care and discrimina- would fawn upon his followers and this
tion. His memory equals his fidelity and was interpreted to mean that he was
wisdom. Recently one of the few whom pleased with the government. It is said
he admits to intimate acquaintance was that then as now, a skillful appeal to the
stroking his head and "making over him," brute's instincts was used to further the
to Shep's great delight. Thoughtlessly, interests of the favored ones.
his friend began to relate an incident of
Setters were originally trained to
some years back when he was compelled
to punish Shep for an indiscretion. At crouch when on a strong scent and near
once, Shep dropped his tail and slunk the birds in order to permit the hunters
to throw nets over their heads without
away utterly ashamed.
He fears but one thing—thunder. entangling the dogs. Later nets were reWhen the heavens speak, Shep seeks hu- placed by firearms, and setters were then
man
companionship for protection taught to point.
against the unknown. He recognizes the
Setters spring from Spaniels and pointnatural superiority of rank and claims as- ers from fox hounds. A Newfoundland is
sistance from the nearest man, friend or simply an enormous Spaniel.
stranger.
Bull dogs were so named because they
When on the ground, he gravely sa- were used to fight bulls in public exhibilutes every strange dog in due and tions.
ancient form. When on the truck, he
The Grecian philosopher Pythagoras,
flings to them one and all his defiant teaching the theory of soul reincarnation,
challenge, but he never fraternizes with taught his disciples that no other animal
them. He has no dog intimates or play- could so well perpetuate the virtues as
mates. Strange to relate, this aloofness the dog. Pythagoras is the man who into his kind extends to the opposite sex as vented the 47th problem of Euclid, so
well. It would almost seem that of- famous among geometricians.
fended and disgusted by the popularity
and promiscuity existing among his proA NEW SENSATION
fessional chauffeur friends, he had delib"Well, after next July we won't be
erately set his face or pointed his nose able to take a drink except on the sly."
to the other extreme. In any case, he
"That's no hardship. I've led an open
has never permitted himself to be di- life so long now under government inverted by any passing affair of the heart. spection that it will be a pleasure to
and spends his days serenely in the practice deceit in any form."
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THE BOILER HOUSE
DEPARTMENT NO. 1
The Boiler House is considered by the
management of the A. B. Staley Mfg. Co.,
to be a model department. For efficiency, cleanliness and progressiveness
it is rated as A No. 1. The house itself
is one of the most efficient in the country. It was designed by our own engineer, G. E. Chamberlain, and is provided
with every mechanical device that modern boiler house practise recognizes.
All hand shoveling is eliminated. Prom
the time the coal is dumped on the automatic belt and conveyed to the chutes
which spread it evenly over the revolvinggrates, until the grates dump the ashes
on the other side into the waiting ash
truck, no shoveling is done. Only eleven
men are employed besides the foreman;'
. seven during the day and four at night.
They are L. P. Light, Fred G. Harless,
Thomas' Hanson, Frank Harless, H.
Crose, Monroe Jones, Novel Johnson,
Jasper McMorris, William Hopkins, William Harris and William Vandyke.
The foreman of the Boiler House,
Thomas W. Thornborough, to whom all
the employees of the company look as a
model, was born in the Cumberland hills
near the shores of Lake Windermere, one
of the beauty spots of old England. Tom,
as he is familiarly called by his many
friends, led a free and untrammelled life
during his boj'hood fishing and hunting in
his native hills and valleys.
Rarely will he talk of his youthful days
or tell of his boyish pranks. But when
he does, you can see by the far-away look
on his features that in imagination be is
a boy again. On these rare, occasions lie
will tell you about the beautiful scenery
in the neighborhood where he was born
and in describing this .he will tell of
"How often have I'loitered o'er the green
Where humble happiness endeared each
scene;
How often have I paused at every charm,
The tender cot,—the cultivated farm,
The never-failing brook, the busy mill,

The decent church that topped the
neighboring hill."
As a schoolboy, Tom was noted for his
never-say-die spirit. He would tackle a
boy twice his age and would nearly always prove the victor. Of good healthy
stock, he soon developed into as fine a
specimen of manhood as could be found.
When he was 22 years old, so great a
master of the manly art of self defense
had be become that he was acknowl-

TOM
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edged middle-weight champion of northern England.
Tom comes from a long line of skilled
mechanics. His father and his grandfather before him were recognized masters of the paper industry. Until he was
14 years old he spent much of his time in
the boiler room and shops of the two
large paper mills operated under his
father's care. It was then he learned
how to spread a shovel of coal over the
fire artistically and to build a white hot
fire.
He showed skill in the handling of
tools and even at that early age was
given some of the more important lathe
jobs. It was the turning up of a piston
that made an important turning in his
life. Tommy spoiled the job, and his
father in explaining his mistake used a
forcible argument. The argument was
clothed in a No. 12 boot (the old gentleman was a short-tempered, brawny, twofisted man) which gave the youngster a
flying start in the world and eventually
landed him on the shores of our great
Republic. After several years of vicissitudes usual to a boy out in the world bj
himself, Tom married a sweet little English maiden and settled down.
He broke into the glucose business
by the back door, as it were, beginning in the boiler room of the glucose refinery in Toronto belonging to
Guterman and Wurz. The superintendent, a man named Jebb, was one of
the early landmarks of the industry. Jebb
brought Tom to Waukegan where he
learned all departments of the glucose
and starch business and was finally given
charge of the plant during the night shift.
But the ambition which induced him to
leave his native land impelled him to
leave Waukegan for the larger city of
Chicago. Here he had charge of an early
installation (the first in that district) of
chain grate stokers for the Metropolitan
Power Co. Later, at the recommendation
of the Babcock & Wilcox Co., he was
placed in charge of the Chicago Sugar
Refining Company's boiler house, being
hired by J. J. Merrill who was himself
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just beginning the line of work which
was to bring him well-earned renown in
the mechanical and corn grinding world.
After a few years in this location Tom
entered into an unwritten engagement
with our Superintendent Chamberlain
which has lasted ever since with only few
intervals of separation. For keeping
boilers in good condition, for pleanliness
in the boiler room and for efficiency and
economy in repairs and replacements,
Tom stands, like the Boiler House, at the
head of his class.
HE'LL NEVER DO IT AGAIN
The 5:30 car was filling rapidly.
"Well," observed Eiley Moreland, as several women entered, "I guess I might as
well get up first as last." And he jumped
from his seat and walked to the front of
the car.
The women failed to notice his chivalric action, but Dick O'Brien who happened along just then was not so slow. He
slid quickly into the vacant seat. And
just as quickly from the front of the car
came Eiley's voice, "Hey, O'Brien, get out
o' my seat. I just got up from there."
And then to add to Eiley's wrongs, in
walked Blakeney and squeezed in beside
O'Brien!
"What's become of Bliggins?"
"He's laid up, a victim of the war."
"I didn't even know he had enlisted."
"He hasn't. He sprained his larynx
telling how things ought to be done.—
Transcript.
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ASK ME NOT—
Why Jim Galloway always quotes poetry,
nor
Why Henry Dubes tells the story of the
Hereafter.
Why Bill White has the Sultan of Turkey
beat, nor
Why Homer Neal says "I ain't saw it."
Why Miss Editor doesn't talk a little
more, nor
Why Corn makes Starch and Starch
makes Money.

THE JOY-KILLER
I know not what it signifies
That I so sleepy am.
A sound from out the darkness calls,
A rude awakener,—my Big Ben. .
I hear the cocks a-crowing
And the birds a-singing song;
I must have been a-dreaming
For I know that something's wrong.
'Tis awfully dark outside, and cold;
I want to sleep some more—
But my Big Ben's a-calling me
And it sure does make me sore.
But now I've got my senses,
And I know what's caused the row;
The foreman must be down at seven
And not an instant later now.
TIT FOR TAT
He lived in Scotland, and naturally
hated to spend money. Therefore, when
a friend in England sent him an unstamped letter he was much annoyed a I;
having to pay two cents postage. He was
still more annoyed on opening the letter
to find nothing in it save a single sheet
saying: "I am well.—George."
In return he procured a large flat
stone, and, <after having packed it in a
wooden box, with many wrappings, dispatched it, C. O. D.
When his friend had paid more than a
dollar charges he sought for an explanation, and found it in a letter at the top
of the package:
"Dear George: When I heard that you
were well this great load rolled off my
mind!"—Tit-iBts.

ASK ME NOT—
Why Keck likes sodas, nor why
Morgan smokes nothing but Fatimas.
Why Burkey doesn't live in Salt Lake
City, nor
Why Billy Broadbear knows the sample
carrier route;
Why G. E. stands for Chamberlain and
General Electric, and
Why John White is happy though mar
ried.
Why Goldsteen hates Water St. nor
Why Sherman doesn't grow any more.
DON'T ASK ME—
Why electrician Eddie's name is Lashenski, and
Why pipefitter George's name is Belenski;
Why the Eldorado car isn't pinched for
speeding, also
Why Rag's name is Rags.
Why Fred "Klumpps" up and down the
stairs,
Why Richee always bumps his hairs.
Why Eibo doesn't swear in Dutch,
Why Marie Schuermann smiles so much.
Why—because they work at STALEY'S.
—By an Aeroplane Observer.

MAYBE
If two red lips were upturned to your
own,
With no one to gossip about it,
Would you pray for endurance to let
them alone?
Maybe you would—but I doubt it.
—Penn State Froth.
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PLANT
The climax of a Staley romance was
reached Thursday morning, December
19, when Geraldine Daley, a tray maker,
and Hugo Knorr of the Mill House, were
married in St. Patrick's church.
The bride was among the first women
employed at the plant, and is a good traymaker. But during the last month, she
has struck her finger as often as she has
the nail head. The groom has heen employed in the plant for two years and
is now stone dresser helper. They went
to Peoria 011 their wedding trip and are
now living at 123 North Illinois St.
INFLUENZA
Within the last month, the following
have had influenza: John White, Bill Addis, Virgil Hanna, Newt Simpson, Jim
Burge, Frank Cook, Karl Simroth, Charles
Fitch, George Watkins, Otto Folk, John
Wittig, Bob Campbell, Nicholas Grace, C.
E. Pennington, Miss Icle Kindle, Miss
Lela Richmond, John Harris, John Englehart, J. H. Swiggart, J. E. Fisher, William
Richee, Ed Swoboda, Leonard E. Godwin,
W. H. Gallagher, Jack Reynolds, George
Cissna, Bob Foster and Frank Fisher.
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TALK
CLUB. REPORT
The treasurer's report of the Staley
Fellowship Club for November shows that
$156.40 was paid out in sick benefits. Following is the report:
Balance on hand, Nov. 1, 1918*.._ -$1038.92
RECEIPTS
Dues
$ 89.00
Company Donations
89.00
Total
EXPENDITURES
Sick Benefits
Social Expenses

$ 178.00
$ 156.40
146.00

Total
$ 302.40
Balance on hand Dec. 1, 1918
$ 914.52
R. O. AUGUR, Treasurer.

DEATHS
Word has been received that Harlow
H. McKane, who was employed in the
Kiln House until drafted last June, died
in France, Nov. 21. The news reached
Deca.tur through the stepfather, A. E.
Burnett of Dover, 111., who said that the
official message from Washington did
not give the cause of his death. McKane
left Decatur with the draft contingent of
June 26 for Camp Wheeler, Ga.
Lucile McCarty, 7-year-old daughter of
Mrs. Myrtle McCarty, died Nov. 26 after
two days illness with diphtheria. Mrs.
McCarty works for Mable Leaser in the
restaurant, and her little girl, with the
light bobbed hair, was usually seen skipping about there at noon. The child was
attending the Roach school at the time of
ner death.

The two fine looking little children of
Robert B. Hatcher of the Packing House.
James Earl is two and a half years old
and Gwendolen is nine months.
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TEN SECONDS FOR SAFETY
Is it worth TEN .SECONDS of your
time to keep from being injured or
killed?
Thousands of persons every year are
crippled or killed because they fail to
place a value of TEN SECONDS upon
their SAFETY. '
Men were recently assigned to watch
and report the conduct of people ap
proaching and passing over tracks at important highways. Of 17,000 drivers of
motor or other vehicles, 3,300 ran at reckless speed and 11,815 didn't care enough
for their own lives and the lives of those
in their charge to look in either direction
to see if a train was approaching.
It's this disregard of common sense precautions that is bringing sorrow and suffering to so many homes.
The next time, and every time, you are
about to cross a track, just say to yourself "TEN SECONDS FOR SAFETY."
Then SLOW DOWN so you know you can
stop, if necessary, a safe distance before
reaching the track, and look and listen.
That's all that's ordinarily necessary and
it won't take more than TEN SECONDS
of your time whether you are driving a
horse, an automobile or a motorcycle,
and if you are walking it won't take any
time. Just a glance in EACH DIRECTION as you near the tracks will insure
your safety.
HELP PREVENT ACCIDENTS
HE GOT IT

A servant girl was trying hard to keep
an unruly boy out of mischief. His mother
was absorbed in the latest magazines. It
was summertime, they were outdoors,
and a wasp came buzzing around. The
boy tried to catch it, but the maid restrained him. Infuriated he struggled
and cried, "I want it! I want it! Lemme
go, lemme have it!"
"No, no, dearie," cautioned the girl,
"you mustn't touch it."
His screams annoyed the mother, and
without looking up she' said, "For heaven's sake, Nora, let him have it."

Silence ensued for the space of half a
minute. Then the boy let out a shriek,
followed by a succession of yelps.
"Nora," expostulated the lady, "didn't I
tell you to let him have it?"
"He got it."
One rookie to another at a cantonment:
"Where do you bathe?"
"In the spring."
"I didn't ask you when, I asked you
where!"
SERIOUS PREDICAMENT
Eager Lady—"Rut what if your engine
stops in the air—what happens? Can't
you get down?"
Aviator—"That's just what 'appens,
mum. There's two Germans up over in
France now with their engines stopped
They can't get down, so they're starving
to death."—California Pelican.
New German law that any person wish
ing to leave the Empire must pay five
years' taxes in advance is like the old
one-ring cricus which charged nothing to
get in but a dollar to get out. It may be
worth the price.
They had lost their way in their new
and expensive car.
"There's a sign, dear," she said to her
husband, who got out of the car and
flashed his flashlight on the board.
"Are we on the right road?" she asked.
He read. "To the Poorhouse."
"Yes," he answered. "We're on the
right road and we didn't know it."
The teacher was hearing the history
lesson, which dealt with the career of
George Washington. Turning to one of
the scholars she asked: "James, what
was Washington's farewell address?"
James arose with a promptitude that
promised well for his answer. "Heaven,
ma'am," he said.
Small Girl—My dad has a Hickory
Leg!
Small Roy—Oh! that's nothin'. My sister's got a Cedar Chest.—Orange Peel.
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FROM OUR BOYS IN SERVICE
"We have been in Toul ever since the
armistice was signed," writes Hal Sherman in a "Father's Day" (Nov. 24) letter
to A. J. Sherman. "They are sending some

of our gang into Germany. I don't know
whether I shall be sent or not, but should
like to go to Metz."
"This place is surely well fortified,
with dugouts all over the town and a
fort just a mile from us on top of a high
hill. There is a German prison camp
here, and the French use the prisoners to
unload the cars at the freight house. We
sure will be a happy bunch if they turn
us loose and send us home by the first
of the year. But I believe that we will
have to stay here six months or more."

"Believe me I will be happy when I get.
into my civilian clothes," writes E. M.
(Bud) Robb, former paymaster to H. J.
Halterman, from the U. S. Naval Training Station at Great Lakes. "I have been
spending most of my time in Chicago
lately and can go in any night in the
week. I am also at liberty from Saturday noon until 8 o'clock Monday morning, so you see they don't work us so
very hard.
"I go over to Waukegan every now and
then to a movie show. We are also given
entertainment on the station every week,
and girls from Chicago come out and give
us .a show. Taking everything into consideration, this life isn't so bad, but am

going to get me some clothes as soon as
possible and ditch the U. S. Navy uniform
for good, as I w*uld not care to lead a
sailor's life much longer.
"It seems good to gel back on a few
days furlough and I couldn't help but
make a visit out to the plant, and will be
glad when the day comes that I can get
back out to Staley's again. Things have
changed a great deal at the plant since
the war started. It is noticeable both in
the office and factory.
"They are discharging many from here
at the present time, and they expect to
get rid of 10,000 within the next fewweeks, but as I am in the office, I suppose that I will be among the last to
leave. There are only about 30,000 in the
station now compared with 50,000 a
month ago, and by New Years it will be
down to about 10,000."

.J -•
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From our old friend Harry Walmsley
come greetings from "Sunny" France.
The letter was written to Jim Galloway,
November 14.
"Was not surprised to learn that Mr.

iest wishes go to you for all the success
in the world."
SERGEANT W. H. WALMSLEY,
Company B, 50th Regt. T. C., U. S. Army,
American E. F.
A Christmas card from Clarence Lally
to Jack Fletcher, who used to be his foreman, says that his bunch were being sent
forward to the Verdun front, and were
within just 20 miles of it, when the
fighting ceased. His division was broken
up, and he was in a company which was
put in the M. G. Co., of the 326th Infantry
of the 82d division, which had just come
from the front.
"I guess you have read of the 82d Division, or will," he writes. "We have
been on a six-day road hike carrying that
80-pound pack. They say we may be home
in January, but I doubt it. Tell all the
boys I said 'Hello'."

Chamberlain is again connected with the
Staley Company. Had an idea he would
come back sooner or later.
"Well, Jim, what do you think of the
War? Looks mighty good to me and I
believe we should be home about next
July. In the meantime, there is plenty of
work to be done over here. I am feeling
fine, better than I did when I was home,
possibly because I get plenty of fresh air
and regular sleep.
"I receive the Staley Journal each
month. Am enthusiastic over 'The Man
in the Moon.'
"Have acquired just a little of the
French customs and language, possibly
enough to enable me to "get by" in a
pinch. Can say that the French lassies
do not reach the height of devotion in my
mind tBat the Yankee girls do.
"I certainly appreciate that the opportunity has been afforded me to help in
this great war which is coming to a close.
I would not take a fortune for the experiences which I have been in a position to
obtain.
"Kindly extend my best regards to all
employees of the Staley Co. and my heart-

"Tell all the boys 'Hello'," writes
Frank M. Starbody, one of our electricians in service. He says that he has
been in five large cities in France and
has seen a good deal for the little time
he has been over there. He is in fine
health and expects to be back in the
States before very long. His address is:
Camp Infirmary Camp No. 1, Section 2,
A. P. O. 705, American E. F.
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WILL RETURN
Frank Moore, who left the employ of
the company the first of last October to
go into national service, is expecting to
come back to his old position as mill-
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Ricbee, "that in Alaska he saw a man
throw a pail of hot water into the air and
and the water was frozen before it
reached the ground."
"Yes," agreed Jim Galloway, and his
blue eyes twinkled merrily, "But the
only really cold weather is to be found
in Scotland.
"One day I saw two Scotchmen standing on a corner arguing—about religion
of course. When they started to go home
after talking an hour or so, they found
that they were frozen to the knees in
their own talk."

FAMOUS PHRASES OF FAMOUS
PLACES
New Table House: "Come Heah, Sambo,
yo' all ain't paddlin' dat deah sta'cb correct." (Undertone) "Deah goes de boss."
wright the first of the year.
Mill House: "Gut morgen, Fritz, wie
Prank encountered bad luck at Jeffer- gehts heute morgen?"
son Barracks and was very ill with pneuLaboratory: "Quick, Doc, get the
monia. We are mighty glad that ne re- needle. Here come some more to get
covered in good shape and is coming back 'shot'."
to Staley's.
Feed House: "Where in blazes did that
steep water go?"
Jack Leaser has received his discharge
Oil House: "Wasamatter, Tony, got
papers from the Mechanics School in bum oil test?"
Louisville, Ky., where he was an instrucPacking House: "Come on, girls, stop
tor. He has not decided yet whether he talking."
will return to the Machine Shop or not.
Foremen's Meeting: "Gimme a match."
He and his wife spent Christmas with his
Storeroom: "Be gorry, and phat do yiz
folks in Decatur.
want now?"
Kiln House: "Hey, youse guys, get.
WHO'S THE BIGGEST?
busy."
"Why," challenged Jack Fletcher,
Office: "No thank you, sir, I never
"When I was up in Medicine Hat where smoke."
the weather begins, it was 56 degrees
below zero. And it was 46 degrees below
SEE HERE!
in Montreal that winter.
"I lived three blocks from the mill I
Following are corrections to mistakes made last month in the list
was building and there were five saloons
of contributions to the United War
in each block. I went from one saloon to
Work campaign:
the next as fast as I could go on the way
Charles Keck, $22.50 instead of
to work and got a drink of gin at each.
$12.
"There was a fire there one night and
J. C. Houghton, $25 instead of
$22.50.
the firemen had to wrap a steam line
Henry Dubes, $22.50.
around the hose or the water would have
Fred Friend, $13.60 instead of $4.
been frozen within a foot of the nozzle.
B. T. Tackett, $13.60 instead of
The firemen were just sheets of ice."
$4.00.
"Well, a fellow told me," observed
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THE TALLY
Did it ever occur to you that life is
one tally after another? You mean to
say that you don't know what a tally is?
I surely hope I have not started something that requires a diagram. But I'll
not attempt to explain, I'll illustrate and
then you can coin your own definition.
Every time a bag of starch is trucked
into a car, Nick Grace tallies one on his
tally sheet. Every time a car of corn
is unloaded, John White, Pennington or
Carl Sutter tallies the load. St. Ivans
tallies the coal cars; Bob Patton tallies
everything that comes to the storeroom;
Augur tallies the cash; Auer tallies the
costs and the Boss keeps tally on the
office clock with one eye and on the 7
o'clock car with the other.
All the important and unimportant
things of life are tallied. The doctor tallies your pulse . and your blood pressure
— but usually tallies your purse first.
The man in the banks who take your.
money or cash your checks are called
tellers from the earlier term tallyers.
The word tally is one of the most ancient in every day use. It is found in
French, Spanish, Italian and Latin. The
very first tally was a stick notched to
show the numbers. The American Indians recorded the number in their war
parties by marking scratches or notches
on sticks. The western bad man notched
the handle of his gun for each of its victims. The English government used
wooden tallies as certificates of indebtedness, or in our modern way of putting it,
they issued notched wooden bonds.
By the way, have you noticed how the
O.FTJTV?

tally of Germans has diminished in the
factory. Before the war, every man who
could speak German or even a distant
Germanic dialect proudly claimed to be a
German. Poland was an historical memory; Hungary and Bohemia were of minor importance; immigrants from the
northern part of Switzerland congratu
lated themselves on being German. Bavarians, Saxons, Wurtembergers, Hessians, Brunswickers and Hamburgers in
perfect unison forgot their time long national pride and told the world that they
were Germans.
The Germany of their boyhood and of
their glorious memories was a most delectable landscape, an earthly paradise
flowing with Limburger and Pilsner, a.
modern Eden set apart for a chosen people. It's inhabitants were a race of intellectual giants, pioneers into every
realm of human knowledge, endowed with
all the virtues, pronouncing their judgments with the wisdom of a Solomon
and the authority of a Caesar.
Then the impossible happened. The
allied nations, driven by their great need,
created in four years a larger, more powerful fighting organization than the supernation had been able to build up in 40
years. Then this nation of paranoiacs
suddenly found their senses.
They
squealed for mercy like a horde of frightened rats as they scurried for their holes.
Shameless before all the world, that vast
but spineless army groveled in absurd lies
and supplications before the stern justice of its conquerors. There was no
fitting trial of strength. Their army of
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well fed, well armed millions quit like
yellow curs.
And who would be a German now? Every minor nationality came into its own.
Races we had never before heard of
blossomed fair tradition-glorious history
and a multitude of adherents in a night.
Nothing succeeds like success. We are
all victorious now. As the cold graydawn of the morning after dispels the
night fumes of counterfeit affluence, so
the bayonets of the Allies rent the German camouflage of greatness. But this
disallusionment will make real one-hundred per-cent Americans of those sympathetic with the Teutons.
Most of us are Teutons anyway—all
but the Scotch, who are Presbyterians—
the Welsh who are choristers, and the
Irish who are Sinn Peiners. Our AngloSaxon ancestors split away from the parent stock about 1400 years ago. Many
of our friends who came from Germany
separated from their parent stock 20 or
30 years ago. We are glad that the separation came before the Prussians dehumanized the German people.
The starch and glucose business has
been from its infancy strangely saturated with Germans. In the earlier years
virtually every man in the plant from
owner down were Germans. Today it is
still noticeable that the wet starch departments are all managed by Germans,
and manned by Poles and Slavs. Some
of the old timers still nickname the Mill
House "Germany," and the Refinery "Ireland."
Speaking of tallying cars or corn reminds me that it was not so many years
ago that a plant grinding 18,000 bushels
of corn per day, trucked with horses and
wagons every kernel of corn ground. At
a still later period, another plant grinding 28,000 bushels per day, trucked every
pound of outbound product except the
feed. Believe me, that was sure enough
tallying.
Joe Pollock is tallying scrap lumber,
bolts, nails, screws and so forth. Everyone admits surprise at the amount and
value of the material he has already

sorted, cleaned, classified and mads ready
for use.
Josie Shcllabarger will be a busy tally
clerk when the new shop is completed.
Keeping tab on a" hundred mechanics
is a serious problem under the best of
circumstancss, but when scattered all
over the factory, it surely reflects credit
on the demure little lady who does the
tallying.
Alma Robb has an equally praiseworthy
record. She should rapidly become accomplished in the use of several foreign
languages dealing as she does with so
many different nationalities.
Kay Sherman and Bill Lahners of the
Wabash recently tried to tally the game
birds within easy walking distance of
Harvel, but had to come back home before finishing the task.
The recent order making it desirable
for the men to tally in before 7 a. m. is
producing unexpected results. Several
of the most habituated bachelors in tue
plant are seriously considering matrimony, hoping by that means to be able
to get up early, have a nice little breakfast and be on time.
I think we are fortunate in our geographical location. The two tank erectors, Wineberg and Ratke, are now working away up north. A letter from them
the other day inquires dolefully as to
when we will be ready to have some more
tanks put up. Our cold weather is tempered by our southern location and our
hot weather is ameliorated by our northern situation. It reminds me of George
Ade's summer resort which gave its
guest two kinds of cold water, one too
cold to wash in and the other too hot to
drink.

THE CLAMSHELL,
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R O A S T S
As Sambo waited for his turn to get
his check last pay day, Ivan Fint'rock, the
paymaster, heard him singing to the tune
of "Smiles":
"There are checks that make me happy,
There are checks that make me blue,
There are checks that steal away the
teardrops,
As the sunshine steals away the dew;
There are checks that have a tender
meaning,
That love alone may see,
But the checks that make me happy
Are the checks that you give to me."
The company which manufactures the
gas masks used in the plant has an unsuspected salesman in Boob Keck. He
has made the masks exceedingly popular
by saying that their sponges were soaked
with alcohol.
Did Henry Dubes get some of Blak
eney's "cold medicine" or what happened
that Henry should get nearly home one
morning before he remembered that he
had left his car at the plant?
From a millwright Jack Fletcher seems
to be turning to a lumber "Jack"—to
judge by the little log which he carries
about for a pencil.
Dudley Born, our boy electrician, believes in 20th century methods. Ask him
about the latest researches on the electrical conductivity of mice.
Wanted:—An alarm clock with a large
gong.—W. H. Broadbear.
Our carpenters' foreman, the Rt. Hon.
Jim Burge, was trying to convince
Charley Burkey one night that saw dust
was gluten feed. We are surprised, Jim,
that one of your experience should not
know saw dust when he sees it.
Our bricklayer foreman was passing
cigars very generously the 4th of this
month. And, Gene, we none of us have
been able to guess why.

Mrs. Allie Rogers, a charming youngwidow of the tray department, was the
recipient, not long ago, of a large chunk
of Limburger cheese and box of chocolates from our chief policeman.
Lloyd Caudle has lately developed acrobatic tendencies. He made a flying
leak from the top of the tank car and
landed on his feet. He was greatly impressed by the number of nails he hail
in his shoes.
Kay Sherman never will get over it.
One of the girls at the peroxide apparatus asked him if he was Richee's father!
Tom Westfall claims the distinction
of finding the most rapid way of undressing in the world. He got a little
too close to a shaft one day and was
reduced to his birthday clothing and his
shoes in less time than it takes to tell.
Sam Lynch says if anybody calls for
him he is not at home. Ragsdale says
he doesn't know why anyone should call
for him as he never leaves home of an
evening.
"Dimples" is the charming little electrician helper. He used to be Ed Lashenski, the storekeeper's helper.
Delahunty & Broadbsar
Attorneys
All Business Confidential.
Mr. Morgan O'Brien, our gifted safety
engineer, has returned from a business
trip in old Kentucky. He reports having
had a good time, especially in Louisville.
Able as he is in describing scenery
and distilleries, the boys at the plant will
certainly enjoy hearing him. As it was
the first time in his life that he was so
far away from home, he, no doubt, is
wondering if Christopher Columbus could
help discovering America.
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Pennington is in for a roasting by men
in the shipping department. What can
he be thinking of, they ask, when he tries
to pick up five sacks of starch at a time?
The latest style in overalls, as affected by Blakeney, has attracted considerable attention. The comment is that
not only is the design novel, but an added
attraction is the reduced cost of the material.
Really, Bill White isn't so proud and
stuck up as he acted for a few days. He
felt it his privilege to be a bit "stiffnecked" because he had something the
rest hadn't—boils on his neck.
DID YOU KNOW?
That the steam turbine, the most modern as well as the most concentrated
form of tremendous power, was originated in principle 130 years before the
birth of Christ, in the city of Alexandria,
Egypt. It was called the Aeolipile and
was in fact a primitive strain reaction
turbine.
That the first I-beam was made iu
1855.
That the highest quality of stones used
for grinding cereals are called French
Buhr stones. They are quarried only in
northern France. These quarries were
purchased by Germans years before the
war and in them were located emplacements or foundations for the great Austrian 42 centimeter mortars which caused
such appaling havoc and nearly stampeded the civilized world. The stones with
which we grind our corn come from these
quarries.
That George Washington, our first
president, was the richest man in the
United States at the time of his death.
That the word "steak" came into use
from Iceland. It referred to a piece of
meat roasted on a "stick" or turnspit before a fire.
That a porterhouse steak received its
name in New York. A famous restaurant
which served the cut in a particularly
savory manner was called a Porter

House because it specialized on Porter,
and the steak was named for the restaurant.
That the Siamese alphabet contains 44
consonants and. 32 vowels, 76 altogether.
Compare that number with our own modest 26.
ODE TO THE BOSSES
Of all the Bosses whom we know,
The ones out here at Staley's
Give to the men a better show
Than those in other places.
You must do your duty—that is true,
Say the Bosses here at Staley's,
But that's what every man should do,
For the bosses here at Staley's.
They do not swear and rave at you,
The Bosses here at Staley's;
But let you know they are one of you,
The Bosses here at Staley's.
So let's all resolve the coming year
To work cheerfully and gaily,
For no better friends have we,
Than the Bosses here at Staley's.
). O. Patterson.
HORRID THINGS
"The neighbors object to your running
the lawn mower at six o'clock in the
morning," said Mrs. Crosslots.
"Which neighbors?" asked her husband.
"The ones who play the phonograph
till two o'clock in the morning."—Washington Star.
Reward:—Will pay $5 to anyone who
furnishes me with a new cuss word for
pay day when some one tells me his pay
is not right.—Ed Smith.
OUT OF THE GRIND
The unpardonable sin is not having
me.
Work and pray—but pray in your spare
time.
A man wonders what is the matter
with his clothes when people look at him.
A woman wonders what is the matter
with her clothes when people don't look
at her.
A snob is a man who looks down on
those he can't look up to.
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The drawings and sketches which appear in this issue of the Journal are a
new feature furnished us by E. D. Labniers of the Auditing Department. Mr.
Lahniers' ability is not unknown, since
some of his work has been exhibited at
the plant. Rut this is the first time his
talent has been used to brighten the
pages of the Journal. The editor considers it fortunate that the company has
an artist among its number and hopes
for a contribution each montn.
As usual, there was an exchange o£
many presents at the plant at Christmas
time this year. A handsome Shriners pin
was given to Mr. Staley by the office employees. The foreman gave Mr. Chamberlain a rug for his den, and Mr. Galloway
a Masonic History in two volumes, and
to the editor, a five-pound box of chocolates.
Office employees gave Mr.
Chamberlain a traveler's toilet case.
Several of the foremen received presents from their men. Charles Pitch was
given an Elgin watch; C. R. Stiffey, a
watch emblem and chain; and Sherman
and Bill White each received a watch
chain. John White was also remembered
and one of his men, Newt Simpson, was
given a whole new suit. Charles Keclc
was presented with a traveling bag and
Jack Fletcher, with an automobile robe.
The conlpany gave checks to the
amount of $4,795 as Christmas presents
to the employees. One dollar was given
for each month of the year which the
employee had been in the service of the
company.
An additional feature of the holiday
season this year was a New Years Eve
.party given by Mr. and Mrs. Chamberlain
for the foremen and their wives. Mr.

Chamberlain was toastmaster at the dinner given at 7 o'clock, and the toasts and
responses were the cause of considerable
merriment. James Galloway's response
was in poetry, of course, and worthy his
standard. Josie Shellabarger responded
to a toast on "Suffragettes" and in all,
fifteen toasts were made and responded
to. This was also the occasion of announcing the employment of Bill Morrison, formerly superintendent of two
plants for the American Hominy Company to the position of assistant superintendent. Mr. Morrison has lived in Decatur for many years and is well known
here. The Staley plant is glad to secure
his services.
A male quartet entertained during the
dinner, and dancing was enjoyed the rest
of the evening until the blowing of the
whistle announced the new year.
REFLECTED MUGS
"They say when a man and his wife
have lived together some years, they
grow to be much alike."
"True. Look at Slimson. Since he
married he is taking on quite a manly
look."
HERE'S $5 FOR YOU

If you write the best article on
one of the following subjects:
"The Street Car Service."
"The Employment of Women in
the Plant."
"Why I Like to Work at Staley's."
or some subject of your own choosing. What you say will count more
than how you say it. MaKe it brief
—not more than 300 words.
The contest is open to every man
employed in the plant. A similar
contest will be conducted next
month for the women who work in
the plant and also the wives of
men employed here.
After you've written the article,
hand it to your timekeeper not later than January 15. If you don't
want to sign your name, sign your
number. The winner will be announced in the February Journal.

I HEAR IN THE MOON
T hear in the Moon
That the age of chivalry ig gone and that of sophisters and economists has come
That Joe Pollock is the greatest economist in your plant;
That he imagines there are thousands of dollars thrown away in the Scrap Pile.
That if you are a doubting Thomas, see him.
A

That Charles Keck is a firm believer in the doctrine you must be born again.
That he says he is the living image of Baron Muenchausen, Prince of L—
That all the boys in the plant believe him.
That Bunting, your Purchasing Agent is a natural born detective.
That he is now trying to solve the mystery of the "Mail Box or Who Stole the Calendar."
That it is wonder to his friends how one small head can carry all he knows.
That
That
That
That
That
That

Charles Burkey is taking a correspondence course on Coffee Making.
this last two weeks there has been a wonderful improvement;
he has eliminated the molasses taste and substituted a Castor Oil flavor.
Bob Patton has made the Storeroom safe for democracy.
his assistant, Edwards, is the ex-democratic game warden.
Birds of a feather flock together.

That Stiffey is in the Miracle business again.
That his healing power has shifted from his right to left hand;
That your Master Mechanic is taking treatment from him.
That
That
That
That
That
That
That

Homer Neal has an Oriental streak in him.
it is whispered around the plant he is Color Blind,—
what fools ye mortals be.
Bill Ooton, Peed House foreman, is a procrastinator.
his—"I'll do it tomorrow" is becoming famous;
you ought to buy him a box of Dr. Williams pink pills.
A Happy New Year to all ye mortals is the greeting from
Yours truly,
THE MAN IN THE MOON.

In this cold weather

AIN'T IT A GRAND AN' GLORIOUS FEELIN'
When you get into one of those warm,
comfy overcoats purchased from

RYAN & HIGGINS
Clothing, Shoes and Furnishings

Eldorado and Jasper
We Cash Staley Pay Checks

QUALITY
The housewife knows is found in the
GROCERIES AND MEATS
from the

QUINTENZ MARKET
Main 628

1426-64 E. William

PREACHMENT AND PRACTICE
"The Presiding Elder says that we
should all live as if each day was to be
our last," said Mrs. Johnson.
"Eh-yah!" returned Mr. Gap Johnson,
of Rumpus Ridge, Ark. "I notice that
he eats as if there was no tomorrow."
SWEET REASONABLENESS.
"Here's an article that says business
men do not make good government officials."
"Why should they? You can't expect
them all at once to unlearn all they
know".

RICHELIEU COFFEE
THE VERY BEST TO BE HAD AT 30c and 40c a POUND

Fred Kipp Wholesale & Retail Grocer Co.
Largest Grocery on the East Side.
Buy in Large Orders and Save Money.

Telephones 267, 278

Broadway £>- Eldorado Sis.

